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Introduction: The use of simulation in health care education is increasing. Compared with traditional training methods, 
simulation provides a more realistic environment, encourages greater participant interaction, and may be more applicable to 
clinical practice. Recently, a new, innovative pediatric simulator (SimBaby) was introduced by Laerdal Medical (see Figure 
1). SimBaby allows participants to practice airway management, vascular access, and ECG rhythm interpretation. We 
hypothesized that the SimBaby would be a valuable educational adjunct for healthcare workers taking the Pediatric Advanced 
Life Support (PALS) course.   
 
Methods: After IRB approval and informed consent, recently graduated nurses scheduled to participate in PALS training at 
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford were enrolled in this pilot study. Participants learned the standard PALS 
curriculum with the SimBaby and were also exposed to complex scenarios requiring airway management, ECG 
interpretation, defibrillation/pacing, and vascular access using simulation.  All participants rotated as team leader for each of 
the scenarios. After completion of each scenario the team was debriefed on their performance. Following the completion of 
the PALS course the nurses evaluated their experience with the SimBaby by completing a questionnaire. 
 
Results: All of the participants felt that the course had prepared them to handle pediatric emergencies.  All of the nurses felt 
comfortable in the educational environment and felt that the SimBaby was utilized in an appropriate manner to facilitate 
learning compared to traditional techniques. Comments related to use of the SimBaby included, “the monitor with the vital 
signs was very helpful”; “I liked the direct feedback on the scenarios”; “ I felt more on top of it with the simulator”; and “ I 
felt more confident, helpful, and we worked as a team”. 
 
Discussion: Use of the SimBaby as part of a PALS course was well accepted. Continuation of this study will focus on 
assessment of the effectiveness of the SimBaby as an educational tool in PALS and pediatric emergency care.   
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